We study functionals on the space of almost complex structures on a compact C-manifold, whose variational properties could be used to tackle Yau's Challenge.
Introduction
This is supposed to be a step in the direction of understanding Yau's Challenge, which is to determine if there are compact almost complex manifolds of dimension at least 3 that cannot be given an integrable almost complex structure [3] , through the calculus of variations. S-T. Yau proposed devising a parabolic flow on the space of almost complex structures to study this question [2] .
Let X be a real 2n-dimensional compact manifold, and AC(X) = {J ∈ C ∞ (X, End C (T X )) | J 2 = −Id} be the space of almost complex structures on X. This is an almost complex Fréchet manifold, and for any J ∈ AC(X), T Ac(X),J = {h ∈ C ∞ (X, End C (T X )) | J • h + h • J = 0}, which can be seen from the identity 0 = dJ 2 = dJ • J + J • dJ. An almost complex structure J : AC(X) → End(T AC(X) ) is given as J (J)(u) = J • u, for any J ∈ AC(X) and u ∈ T AC(X),J . Let g be a fixed Riemannian metric on X, and note that for any J ∈ AC(X), we get an almost hermitian metric g J := 1 2 g(·, ·) + g(J·, J·) . We are looking for an energy functional F on AC(X) whose associated gradient flow is a parabolic PDE. Ideally, the critical points of F should be the integrable almost complex structures on X, and the Euler-Lagrange equation of F should be elliptic so that the complex structures on X are energy minimizers. We would then expect any solution of the flow equation of F to converge to a genuine complex structure on X. In some special cases, such as when AC(X) is connected (e.g. AC(S 6 )), the non-existence of a flow solution might translate to the non-existence of complex structures. A more thorough development of these ideas will be the subject of future research. Here we only derive the Euler-Lagrange equations of the functionals N , N : AC(X) → R ≥0 , Φ(N , h, vol) = h −1 ∧ h −1 ⊗ h(N , N )vol h , and define Ψ := Φ • F so that Ψ(I) = g I −1 ∧ g I −1 ⊗ g I (N I , N I )vol g I =: N I
Coordinates
We try to develop intrinsic complex coordinates on the almost hermitian manifold (X, J, g J ), centered at a given point p ∈ X, that are the next best alternative to both holomorphic coordinates, which exist only when J is integrable, and geodesic coordinates at p, which exits iff the fundamental form ω of g J is Kähler.
Recall that if (z k ) 1≤k≤n are holomorphic coordinates on U ⊂ X, then ∂ J z k = 0 on some neighborhood U x ⊂ X of every x ∈ U . We do not have that in the almost complex case. However, we can design complex coordinates, which will be denoted here by w k , for which∂ J w k is as close as possible to being zero on each U x . First note that we can always find complex coordinates z k ∈ C ∞ (U p , C), centered at p, such that∂ J z k (p) = 0. Then,
is a basis of (T 1,0 X,p ) * , and so dz k (p)
is a basis of (T 0,1 X,p ) * . Hence, we get a local frame ∂ J z k 1≤k≤n of (T 0,1 X,p ) * , and so∂
where f kl ∈ C ∞ (U p , C), and f kl (p) = 0. Note that if z k were holomorphic, all of the coefficient functions f kl would be identically zero. Here, for every 1 ≤ l ≤ n, each of these functions has a Taylor expansion
Given that we will only differentiate once, we may instead work with the truncation
Again, if the z k were holomorphic, we would in particular have that a jkl = a ′ jkl = 0, for all 1 ≤ j, k, l ≤ n. We wish to emulate this situation (a jkl = a ′ jkl = 0) in the almost complex case. Concretely, we are looking for new coordinates that anihilate as many of the coefficients a jkl , and a ′ jkl as possible. To that end, let
We still have that w k (p) = 0,∂ J w k (p) = 0, and dw k (p) = dz k (p), and we still get a local frame ∂ J w k 1≤k≤n of (T 0,1 X | U p ) * so that
We will see that the holomorphic condition prescribes β klm , and γ klm , while the geodesic condition can be used to solve for α klm . The point is that we are reducing the problem of finding optimal complex coordinates on an almost hermitian manifold to finding α krs , β krs , γ krs that anihilate the maximum number of coefficients of the Taylor expansions of f kl , and ω λμ . We call w k = z k + 1≤r,s≤n (α krs z r z s + β krs z rzs + γ krszrzs ) + O(|z| 3 ), 1 ≤ k ≤ n, with α krs , β krs , γ krs subject to these constraints almost holomorphic geodesic coordinates on X at p. Lemma 1. Any complex coordinates z k ∈ C ∞ (U p , C), 1 ≤ k ≤ n, on an almost hermitian manifold (X, J, g J ) that are centered at p, and for which∂ J z k (p) = 0,
is an orthonormal basis of T 1,0 X,p , determine almost holomorphic geodesic coordinates at p. Specifically, if the Taylor expansion of∂ J z k on
and if
Proof. Since z m∂J z l = O(|z| 2 ),z m∂J z l = O(|z| 2 ), and∂ Jzl = ∂ J z l , and since γ klm is (l, m)-symmetric, Based on this calculation, α klm is free to be any complex number, while β klm = −a klm . And we may take, at best, the symmetric part of a ′ klm + 2γ klm to be zero, which is achieved by setting γ klm = − 1 4 (a ′ klm + a ′ kml ). So far, we gathet that
Next, we optimize α klm subject to the constraint of w k being geodesic coordinates at p. Since α mlj is (l, j)-symmetric,
is a condition that can be attained, at best, by setting the (m, j)-symmetric part of α lmj + 1 2 (β mlj − τ mlj ) equal to zero. Thus, we may take
and therefore
Euler-Lagrange equations
Let (w k ) n k=1 be almost holomorphic geodesic coordinates at p. We now have local coordinate frames ∂ 1,0
, and dw 0,1 k 1≤k≤n
. We also have the local coordinate expressions
Here
the components of h −1 then being
Proof. These equalities are a consequence of γ ij , and hence its derivatives with respect to w m andw m , being of order O(u).
Proof. First, note that
A similar computation shows that
Therefore,
and so
Lemma 4. At p, we have that 
Now, using equations 1 and 2, we see that
Again, using Lemma 2, we find that
confirming that
∂w j , and so forth. Then,
and d vol N J 2 vol g J · d J (vol g J )(u)(p) = u k s g ′ ks + uk s g ′ks + u k s g ′ ks + uk s g ′k
Proof. First note that
Also, γ km = u v k g ′ vm + uv k g ′vm + u vm g ′ vk + uvmg ′v k . Equation 4 is obtained by a relabeling of indices in γ mj , γ mī , and γ km so that the upper index of u is k (ork) and the lower index is s (ors), and collecting terms with the same u-coefficients. Equation 5 follows after writing tr(γ) = n s=1 γ ss = u v s g ′ vs + uv s g ′vs + u v s g ′ vs + uv s g ′v s , and a similar relabelling of indices.
The Euler-Lagrange system of equations of N at p is
Proof. The procedure is to use Lemma 4 to integrate by parts the terms involving derivatives of u in the first variation of N (Proposition 1), and then isolate u in the resulting formula by writing it as the g J -inner product of a tensor, the Euler-Lagrange equation at p, and u. Lemmas 3, 5 lead to
We 
All integrable almost complex structures on X are critical points of both N , and N , but they are likely not the only ones. It is also unclear if N has any advantages over N . It might make sense to try eliminating the derivatives of N J that appear in the Euler-Lagrange equation of N since they do not directly contain information about integrability.
